You can create the Corpse Explosion skill book by combining any Pyromancy skill book with a Necromancy skill book. Once you have it in your inventory the quest will update. (Note, don't say you like black rings or she will attack you.) Once you've traded her the book, find her in the Stonegarden (around X:566 Y:133), in a crypt next to the one with the hatch where you fought the necromancer dog, to close out the quest. Eithne's ghost will later appear below the magister barracks in Arx with some dialogue. Tips & Tricks. After the catastrophe that occurred on the Earth, he awakens in unfamiliar, another world. To find out more about himself, he has to step on the road full of danger! It's a story about modern young man who has Sex God Divinity and his past selves. (The beginning is hard, because this young Paranoid has been learning as he is on his journey to become Writing Divinity! So survive several first chapters--). 
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